2005 Student Leadership Summit
Issue for Action: Homosexuality discrimination

Summary of issue
- Issue of discrimination
- GSA is underground and has been pushed that direction
- Homosexual role model in either
- Look into writing a policy as far as homosexuals rooming together
- The people who can make the biggest change on this issue are heterosexuals
- Some are afraid or don’t know how to talk about it.

Members of our Group
Brian Brown – brian.brown@marquette.edu
Jay Hinner – jay.hinner@marquette.edu
Stephen Horras – stephen.horras@marquette.edu
Arielle Seidman – arielle.seidman@marquette.edu

What is the current situation?
Marquette is a discrimination community relating to homosexuality. Marquette is a Christian community, and many people are afraid of discussing this topic. Each residence Hall ought to be a “non-hate” community. “Posters: “Hate happened Here” Give them to each.

Where is the issue already being discussed on campus?
Gay Straight Alliance

What happens next for this issue?
- There is no policy about homosexuals living together. Talk to hall directors @9:00AM Wednesday meeting
- Talk to RA